
 
CCC 60 Board Meeting 

 

January  26, 2021 

 

Attendees: Hugh Thorne, David Grant, Marc Bouchard, Bernie Scobie, Rejean D’Aoust, 

Nadia Freeman 

Apologies: 

 

Agenda:  

1. Welcome and announcement of quorum  

2. Approval of agenda 

3. Approval of minutes of the Board of Directors  

4. Items arising from minutes of last meeting         

5. Ratification of decisions made between meeting 

6. Manager’s report 

7. Monthly financial report 

8. Items for discussion 

- Entrance Mat  
- Garage ramp mirror  
- Unit 306 Insurance settlement update  
- Laundry room Coinamatic agreement proposal  
- Garage door system replacement  
- Date for AGM  
- Snow removal contract versus front and back shoveling  
- Pool door and Lorissa  

9. Items for Board information  

10. Status Certificate Review  

11. Notice of next meeting and adjournment  

 

Minutes: 
 

1. Welcome and announcement of quorum  

○ DG opened the meeting and announced quorum at 18:09  
2. Approval of agenda 

○ DG asked for any items to be added to the agenda, there were none. 
3. Approval of minutes of the Board of Directors  

○ DG noted that the minutes from November as well as December had 
been added to the package for approval. BS moved that both sets of 
minutes approved, seconded by DG. Minutes were unanimously 
approved. 

4. Items arising from minutes of last meeting 

○ DG noted that most items had been followed up and that some items were 

listed under items for discussion such as the pool doors, and the front door 

mat. DG also asked if the issue regarding the petty cash credit card 

accounts had been resolved as he had not seen anything regarding that 



matter. BS reported that he had received a statement and would be 

following up with the superintendent on some line items. RDA advised 

that another statement was on its way. 
5. Ratification of decisions made between meetings 

○ In respect to the ongoing insurance issue with unit 306 the board 

agreed to a cash settlement in principle following the remediation 

work in the unit, before any restoration work commenced. HT moved 

that the decision be ratified, seconded by BS, motion was carried 

unanimously.  

○ The board agreed to sign a waiver for Keller Engineering in regards to 

the replacement doors installed in the pool area in return for a cash 

settlement. DG moved that the board ratify this decision, seconded by 

HT, motion was carried unanimously. 

RDA advised that Keller had requested a signed hard copy of the 

Waiver be returned. DG agreed to sign the document if RDA dropped 

it off in the boardroom.. 

6. Manager’s report 

● Pool Room Condensation 

BS reported that there was only a trace of condensation along the 

upper east side of the pool area that was observed during the recent 

severe cold snap. He further advised that once BGC completed the 

additional external podium insulation in that area he expected most of 

the problem to be resolved.  

● Water damage in unit 306 : 
DG reported to the meeting that the corporation's lawyer had 
received an email from the unit owner’s representative agreeing to 
the board’s proposal to offer a cash settlement in principle following 
the remediation work. The response had two minor addendums 
relating to the offer to let the owner use the party room kitchen to 
prepare meals during remediation. The owner was now seeking to 
have the board’s contractor leave a functioning kitchen post 
remediation and prior to them starting any upgrade work. This would 
be no more than a functioning sink and a temporary food preparation 
surface or table. The cash settlement estimate that the board’s 
contractor was to prepare would also be subject to independent 
arbitration if no agreement could be reached with the owner.  DG 
asked for the board’s approval to instruct the corporation’s lawyer to 
move ahead on formalising these terms into a legally binding 
agreement HT noted that the arbitration condition could potentially 
lead back to a prolonged negotiation with the owner. The board 
unanimously agreed to moving forward as DG had asked. 

● Front door mat : 



RDA advised the meeting that he had spoken to the superintendent 
following last month's discussions on extending the life of the current 
mat by power cleaning, but had been advised that this had already 
been done several times and that the mat was really coming to the end 
of it’s useful life. The meeting discussed various options including a 
more extensive refurbishment of the entire front vestibule including 
the mat and it’s recess. There was also the Bolar grille based system 
previously identified, or just a new mat to fit in the existing recess. 
The meeting was unable to reach a conclusion on the best way 
forward and DG asked BS and MB to review options after looking at 
the RFS update to see when and what was included for the front lobby 
as it might be possible to pull that forward.  
Action : MB & BS 

● Satellite Dishes: 
As per previous discussions it has now been agreed that the 
corporation will undertake the removal of the satellite dishes 
from the mechanical penthouse ahead of the planned MAU 
work. BS will coordinate this work when the weather improves. 
Action : BS. 

● Glencore Domestic Water Pipe inspection 
BS confirmed that the on site inspection work was scheduled for Jan 
27th and Glencore would coordinate with Baxtec for the removal and 
restoration of insulation as needed. 

● Door Entry System Project 
DG advised the meeting that final installation work was in progress 
but that he would prefer to wait until he had confirmation from the 
contractor that everything was ready for the cutover. The work was 
scheduled to be completed Monday - Tuesday of this week nothing 
had been communicated. DG asked BS if he had noticed if the front 
door fob readers had been installed yet, BS advised that he had seen 
some activity on that task. DG agreed to follow up with the contractor 
before proposing a cutover date to the board. DG then asked the 
meeting about the proposed lockbox installation at the front door for 
the EMT services to use for access. DG proposed that the corporation 
purchase the police approved lockbox that he had identified in the 
email thread on the topic, and that the board install it themselves on 
the outside wall adjacent to and at the same eye level as the fire panel 
in the vestibule. The meeting agreed to move forward on this 
proposal. Action : DG to follow up with Henderson for cutover 
readiness confirmation; DG to order lockbox online using petty 
cash card 

7. Monthly financial report  

DG noted that the financial report had been included in the meeting 
package and asked the board members if they had reviewed it and 
had any issues or questions in regard to the report. HT advised the 
meeting that there was a $12k operational surplus on the year to date 



budget, and that the utilities account was a bit light, however he saw 
no cause for concern. RDA updated the meeting on the SA, that unit 
403 was received and that the issue with 504 had been cleared up 
with the $5k in question being confirmed as due for the outstanding 
insurance claim. Recovery was in progress and the owner’s insurance 
had agreed to pay.  
DG noted that the operating account was running a large surplus and 
asked the meeting if anyone had anything they would like to see the 
board do with it. Several options were discussed ranging from using it 
to fund some of the unplanned work such as the garage ramp repair, 
topping up the Reserve Fund, or using it as a secondary fund for 
building project initiatives. BS reminded the meeting that any monies 
transferred to the Reserve Fund could not then be transferred back 
resulting in a loss of flexibility. HT noted that the actual surplus was 
around $100k after all considerations were accounted for. The 
meeting did not reach any conclusion on the surplus but agreed that 
we should keep it in my mind when looking at funding for work to be 
done. 

8. Items for discussion  

● Entrance Mat  

Item covered under the manager’s report discussions, action to 

follow up BS & MB 

● Garage Ramp Mirror 

RDA reported that he mirror had been received and dropped 

off with the superintendent for installation.  

● Unit 306 Insurance settlement update 

Item covered under the manager’s report discussions 

● Coinamatic proposal for CCC Laundry Room 

RDA asked the board for freedom to talk to Coinamatic and 

have the contract terms revised, he stated that the term around 

no washer dryers in the units could be removed and he would 

see to it. HT questioned the value of any such commercial 

contract given the amount of revenue generated in this 

building. BS noted that, based on anecdotal information from 

the person repairing the break in damage, the current washers 

and dryers are of excellent quality relative to the new 

machines that would be installed by coinamatic.  BS also 

brought the meetings attention to other clauses within the 

proposed contract such as Internet access, stating that such 

terms were unacceptable. After some more discussion around 

dropping the idea completely the meeting agreed that the item 

would be terminated.  No further action required. 



● Garage Door System Replacement 
BS reported to the board on the condition of the current garage 
door opening system and the extent of the repair work that 
had recently been required. DG enquired as to the extent of the 
issue, was it the doors, the runners or the entire system. BS 
Advised that in his view the entry system needed to be 
replaced, and offered to follow up and obtain estimates on 
suitable replacements. DG reminded the meeting that the new 
door control system would need to be taken into account for 
the replacement system. Action: BS to obtain quotes on 
suitable replacement system and installation.  

● AGM Date 
DG asked if the corporation’s audit had progressed sufficiently 
far enough to be able to set a date for the AGM yet. RDA 
responded that he had already answered some questions from 
BDO and that the audit was progressing well. HT expressed the 
opinion that the few remaining questions could probably be 
cleared up quickly via email and offered to assist through. RDA 
asked if the board wanted to use CIPM to host the virtual AGM 
or use Houle associates as they had done for the last one. DG 
proposed that the board use Houle again as the owners had 
responded well to her in that meeting. The other board 
members agreed. DG then asked if the beginning of March was 
realistic to set as a date, RDA responded that there was a lot to 
organise and a significant notice period (35 days) was 
required, and that the corporation would also have to ensure 
the availability of Houle to host the meeting. HT asked if CIPM 
knew how many other condo corporations had a year end that 
coincided with our own. NF replied that year they were 
scattered across the calendar but that the majority of condo 
corporations ran their fiscal year to coincide with the calendar 
year. CCC 60 was one of the exceptions. After some more 
discussion the board agreed to set a tentative date of Thursday, 
March 18th for the AGM.  
Action: HT to reach out to BDO and determine the status of 
the audit; RDA to reach out to Nancy  at Houle Associates 
and check to see if the proposed date would be open for 
her to host CCC 60‘s AGM.  

● Snow shovelling from pathways 
Acting on an issue highlighted by BS concerning the snow 
shovelling RDA advised the meeting that he had been in 
contact with the contractor about a refund, HT recommended 
that it be applied as a credit to the contract rather than a 
refund as this would probably be easier for the contractor to 
do. BS reiterated the concerns that he had raised on this issue 
especially around the prompt removal of snow after a storm. 



RDA advised the meeting that the 333 Chapel Street contract 
was a very small one commercially speaking and that we 
needed to recognise the fact that the contractor was going to 
service his larger clients first and that we would always be 
second. The ensuing discussion looked at options available 
including cancelling the contract with the current holder and 
engaging another with guarantees over service. NF 
recommended that the board reach out to Mario Peloso, the 
contractor whose team does the snow clearance at the building 
opposite 333 Chapel, stating that his company has a solid 
reputation and consistently scores highly on customer 
satisfaction surveys. BS also pointed out that residents in 333 
Chapel had observed this team in action and commented on it 
in the past. DG suggested that given the proximity of our 
building to an existing one might help to offset the fact that the 
value of our contract is relatively small for Peloso. The board 
agreed that RDA should follow up on this and brief the board. 
Action: RDA to contact Pelosa and discuss snow clearance 
contract for 333 Chapel. 

● Pool Door - Lorissa 
BS advised the board that once the settlement from Keller was 

in he would reach out to Lorissa and instruct them to raise a 

warranty claim on the doors. 

● Elevator posting of notices 
DG advised the board that during a recent conversation with 
an owner a complaint had been made about the posting of 
operational maintenance notices in the elevators. The 
complaint being that visitors had no need to know about what 
was going. The board agreed that the dissemination of 
information about building work impacting residents overrode 
the concerns in this case and agreed that no action would be 
taken. 

● Security Camera installation for the garage ramp (external) 
BS asked that a security camera be added to the system to 
monitor the ramp, explaining that it would aid in the 
management monitoring of the new ramp heater operation as 
well as enhancing security.  DG advised that he had already 
reached out to Henderson for a quote on this and that the 
decision would be made once the board were able to assess the 
cost. Action : DG 

● Boot brush reinstatement 
BS asked RDA if the boot brush could be put back at the front 
door. He voiced concern over the amount of dirt and gravel 
being tracked into the building at this time of year and how the 
brush was needed to address this. RDA agreed to follow up 



with the superintendent. DG asked the brush be installed on 
the opposite side from the last, suggesting that placing it next 
to the deicer bin should help offset some of the issues that had 
caused the superintendent to remove it in the first place. 
Action: RDA. 

9. Status Certificate Review  
○  

10. Notice of next meeting and adjournment  
○ It was agreed to schedule the next meeting for February 2rd, 2021 at 

6pm. RDA was asked to issue the invitation. Action: RDA 
○ DG moved to adjourn the meeting, seconded by HT, the motion was 

carried unanimously and DG closed the meeting at 19:49. 


